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Fate of Alaknanda worse than that of Bhagirathi:
Is Alaknanda lesser Ganga than Bhagirathi?

A map of Alaknanda river basin, with
locations and available details about the
various hydropower projects and dams, existing, under
construction and planned in the basin is given on page 5
of this issue. Alaknanda meets Bhagirathi at Dev Prayag
and from there Ganga emerges. During the last few
months we have seen some justifiable concerns about
the fate of the Ganga River, but unfortunately, those
concerns were limited to Bhagirathi river and that too
upstream of Dharasu in Uttarakhand.
A look at the Alaknanda map in this issue and the
Bhagirathi map we published in Jan-March 2008 issue
shows that in fact the fate of Alaknanda would be much
worse. The very origin of Ganga, at Devprayag would be
permanently under about 10 m high water column due to
the Kotli Bhel 2 project. The full reservoir level of the
proposed Kotli Bhel 2 project on the Ganga itself is
458.5 m. This when the riverbed level at the proposed
Kotli Bhel 1B project on Alaknanda is 452.5 m, which
means that the reservoir of Kotli Bhel 2 will permanently
keep the tow of the proposed Kotli Bhel 1B dam under at
least under 6 m high water column. This bumper to
bumper hydropower projects would go on right upto the
Holy Badrinath along the Alaknanda and right upto the
holy Kedarnath along the Mandakini.
The fate of the five holy prayags (Prayag basically
means sangam, or confluence of rivers) is worth looking
at. While the holy Devprayag would be submerged under
at least 10 m high standing water of Kotli Bhel 2, the holy
Rudraprayag would remain submerged under water from
the proposed big 860 MW storage project at Utyasu. The
holy Karnaprayag would have the proposed storage
project Padli along the Pinder River on the one arm and
the 160 MW Karnaprayag hydropower project on the
other arm. The Nandprayag is likely to remain dry in non
monsoon months due to the proposed 141 MW
Nandprayag Langasu Hydropower project, just upstream
of the prayag. Vishnuprayag is already impacted due to
the existing 400 MW Vishnuprayag project, but its fate
would be worse if the proposed 520 MW Tapovan
Vishnugad project on Dhauli Ganga River comes about.
What we have listed here or on the map is only a partial
list of projects and few details that we could gather, but
these is alarming enough already.

This map tells us many things. Importantly it shows that
the rivers, the prayags and the culturally, religiously
important temples and everything connected with them,
including the tourism and livelihoods would change for
the worse, permanently, irretrievably. The hydropower
projects have many
other
adverse impacts,
predominantly faced by the local people, but in this case
the impacts would felt by people all across the country
and elsewhere too. Most shocking aspect of this whole
story should be that these decisions have been taken by
a handful of bureaucrats, politicians and engineers, to
the complete exclusion of everyone else concerned on
this issue. Secondly, there is sufficient evidence to show
that these projects would not provide the projected
benefits to the nation, if we look at the performance of
existing hydropower projects (see page 10-11 of this
issue) and considering the prospects of Climate change.
The initial but significant steps taken by the Uttarakhand
govt in scrapping all the proposed hydropower projects
along Bhagirathi upstream of Maneri Bhali I (except the
Lohari Nag Pala, for which a committee has been set up
to decide how much water it should release downstream
from the dam) is welcome, even though these were
taken under pressure.
But clearly, much, much more needs to be done if we do
not want to lose the precious wealth for questionable
benefits.
SANDRP
Please see the Alaknanda map on p 5
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OPTIMISATION OF POWER GENERATION FROM
SRISAILAM HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATION
N. Sasidhar (A power plant professional, n.shasidhar@gmail.com)

Of late electricity generation to meet the peak load
(NS) reservoir after harnessing the water energy for
demand is highly lucrative when this power
electricity generation.
generation capability is
If the initial monsoon flows are The left bank HPS units
available during summer
months
(April-July).
promptly used for power generation by (900 MW) also have
turbine features,
Andhra
Pradesh
Srisailam HPS by letting water in to NS reversible
which can be used to pump
Distribution
Companies
reservoir, it would have generated the water from NS reservoir to
have been purchasing
Srisailam
badly needed electricity during acute upstream
peaking power at a price
reservoir. This HPS can
exceeding five rupees per
shortage period. There is no wastage of release nearly 72,000
unit during these months
available river water as it is stored in NS cusecs of water in to NS
to avert energy crisis. It is
reservoir for future irrigation needs. The reservoir at its full
also possible to sell the
capacity.
surplus power at these
Srisailam reservoir water level should be generation
Srisailam
and
NS
are the
prices to other state
maintained
near
740
feet
till
the
two
major
water
storage
electricity
utilities
to
continuous
floodwater
is
received
reservoirs
across
the
neutralize the financial
Krishna
River
in
Andhra
burden of high cost
during the month of August or earlier.
Pradesh.
Both
the
electricity purchases. This
reservoirs
can
store
460
Thousand
Million
Cubic
feet
can be achieved by proper planning for maximizing
(TMC) of the river water with combined gross storage
the hydropower generation during summer months
capacity of 672 TMC.
from Srisailam Hydroelectric Power Station (HPS),
see the schematic map above.
Most of the water inflow in to NS reservoir is
Srisailam HPS is installed near the tow of the
contributed from Srisailam reservoir, as the water
Srisailam dam with an installed capacity of 1760 MW,
inflows from the catchment area directly under NS
which is one of the biggest HPS in India. This HPS
reservoir are only 10% of its storage capacity.
releases the water in to downstream Nagarjuna Sagar
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Krishna Delta canals and NS irrigation canals with an
irrigation component of 3.3 million acres depend
To illustrate, the Table-2 indicates the data of water
mainly on the NS and Srisailam reservoirs as water
levels and storages in Srisailam and NS reservoirs at
source. The firm water allocation for these irrigation
the time of on set of river flooding for last four years.
schemes
from
the
This data clearly shows
dependable river water is
Every year, the endeavor should be to that Srisailam HPS could
461
TMC.
Srisailam
minimize water overflow through have used 120, 82, 176 &
reservoir also serves as
200 TMC water additionally
spillways of the Srisailam dam in to NS in the years 2007, 2006,
floodwater diversion point
to
meet
irrigation
reservoir by maximizing the water 2005 & 2004 respectively.
requirement in Pennar
peaking
power
usage in Srisailam HPS. There is ample This
river basin such as Telugu
generation of 900 million
scope to maximize the power units per year on average
Ganga, Srisailam Right
generation from Srisailam HPS without is worth of 4.8 billion
Bank Canal, KC Canal and
Chennai Drinking Water
rupees in a year.
affecting the irrigation benefits.
Supply
schemes
with
dependable water allocation of 75 TMC from the
Going through the website of irrigation department of
Andhra Pradesh (http://www.irrigation.ap.gov.in), we
Krishna River.
can see that the outflows from Srisailam suddenly
The monthly water inflows received in last ten years in
jump from 43325 cusecs on July 7, 2007 to 306019
to the Srisailam reservoir is shown in Table–1. Nearly
cusecs on July 8, 2008. The outflow from Nagarjuna
45% (404.5 TMC) of total inflow is taking place in the
Sagar remains low till July 15, 2007 when it suddenly
month of August when the river starts flooding
jumps to 140915 cusecs.
continuously. Another 14% (127 TMC) inflows are
received during June-July. The ongoing practice is to
Similarly in 2006, the outflow from Srisailam jumps
store all the inflows during June-July in Srisailam
from 32023 cusecs on July 31, 2006 to 109849
reservoir till comfortable reservoir level (860 feet) is
cusecs on Aug 2, to 516626 cusecs on Aug 3.
reached. By storing the initial flow of monsoon in the
Similarly the outflow Nagarjuna Sagar jumps to
upstream reservoir, this water is (nearly 120 TMC) not
338588 cusecs on Aug 4, 2006.
available for power generation during the acute
peaking and energy shortage period. During the
These figures can be compared with the max possible
month of August the continuous flood flows fill the rest
outflows from Srisailam Left and right bank power
of reservoir within few days and overflows in to NS
stations at 80302 cusecs and from Nagarjuna Sagar's
reservoir.
dam tow power house and right and left bank canal
power houses at 69127
If the initial monsoon flows
With the above pattern of water usage cusecs.
are promptly used for
from Srisailam reservoir, there may be With the above pattern of
power
generation
by
apprehension that adequate reservoir water usage from Srisailam
Srisailam HPS by letting
water in to NS reservoir, it
level could not be achieved for the reservoir, there may be
would have generated the
that
timely water supply to flood flow/ apprehension
badly needed electricity
adequate reservoir level
irrigation canals of Srisailam reservoir. could not be achieved for
during acute shortage
period. There is no
It can also be observed from Table–2 the timely water supply to
flood flow/ irrigation canals
wastage of available river
data,
the
flood
flows
in
the
first
week’s
water as it is stored in NS
of Srisailam reservoir. It
duration itself is sufficient to build up can also be observed from
reservoir
for
future
irrigation
needs.
The
the required water level in Srisailam Table–2 data, the flood
Srisailam reservoir water
flows in the first week’s
reservoir for its irrigation needs.
level should be maintained
duration itself is sufficient to
near 740 feet till the continuous floodwater is received
build up the required water level in Srisailam reservoir
during the month of August or earlier. This would be
for its irrigation needs. There can also be
optimum power generation planning and would
apprehension whether adequate reservoir level can
achieve nearly 750 million units (worth of RS 4
be attained to supply water to flood canals during bad
billions) of badly needed peaking power by using 120
monsoon when the initial monsoon flows are let in to
TMC of water additionally by the HPS.
NS reservoir. This possibility will occur when the total
JUNE-JULY 2008
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yearly inflows in Srisailam reservoir are less than 200
maximization plan is also implemented in this HPS by
TMC whose probability is 10%. This possibility can be
using monsoon inflows before the on set of flood
fairly anticipated twenty days in advance by analyzing
flows, it will generate the badly needed additional
the available upstream storages in the reservoirs of
electricity during shortage period and also improve
Karnataka and Maharashtra across the Krishna River.
water availability for power generation in Srisailam
In case of unexpected circumstances, Srisailam left
HPS and upcoming Jurala HPS which is a joint
bank HPS could be used in pumping mode to build up
project of AP and Karnataka.
the required level in Srisailam reservoir. More over
A 290 MW capacity HPS is installed at the base of
there is also possibility to divert the available
Almatti dam in Karnataka. If the power generation
Tungabhadra river inflows from Sunkesula barrage to
maximization plan is also implemented in this HPS by
KC canal. Also water from Tungabhadra reservoir
using monsoon inflows before the on set of flood
could be diverted to Pennar River in case of acute
flows, it will generate the badly needed additional
shortage.
electricity during shortage period and also improves
Every year, the endeavor should be to minimize water
water availability for power generation in Srisailam
overflow through spillways of the Srisailam dam in to
HPS and upcoming Jurala HPS which is a joint
NS reservoir by maximizing the water usage in
project of AP and Karnataka. It would be better to
Srisailam HPS. There is ample scope to maximize the
achieve maximum benefits from the available river
power generation from Srisailam HPS without
water by not impounding first 100 TMC initial
affecting the irrigation benefits.
monsoon water flows in Almatti reservoir and
released to downstream for irrigation and power
A 290 MW capacity HPS is installed at the base of
generation.
Almatti dam in Karnataka. If the power generation
TABLE – 1: SRISAILAM RESERVOIR MONTHLY INFLOWS (in TMC ft)
Year
2006-07
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2002-03
2001-02
2000-01
1999-00
1998-99
1997-98
Average
Average
(%)

April
0.9
0
1.3
2.01
0
2.58
0
11.7
5.01
4.85
2.84
0.31

May
0
0.67
10.02
2.79
1.4
3.47
2.2
9.61
3.38
7.62
4.12
0.45

June
10.25
1.55
7.29
1.21
5.37
2.93
21.82
15.08
14.46
11.45
9.14
1.00

July
288.31
164.39
3.75
1.5
0.14
23.94
128.11
275.57
137.73
164.42
118.75
13.03

Source: http://www.apgenco.com
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
1026.24 233.49
22.98 25.79
977.38 503.72
149.9 18.24
340.48
61.87
72.51
1.96
40.8
34.21
8.85
0.74
109.59
12.61
50.49
0.68
110.24
98.20 239.08
7.12
93.39 121.62 178.03 10.13
309.17
48.29 192.61 19.58
241.87 412.52 787.49 71.60
685.06 194.52
35.66 45.36
404.50 172.10 173.76 20.12
44.40
18.89
19.07
2.21

Dec
5.64
5.56
2.96
2.79
5.24
7.39
5.14
4.50
12.26
17.14
6.86
0.75

Jan
4.75
4.39
1.82
2.91
3.96
2.74
2.02
4.29
4.22
7.13
3.82
0.42

Feb
3.94
1.39
1.29
3.58
4.83
1.40
1.22
2.15
6.80
6.29
3.29
0.36

March
0
4.37
0
2.68
5.72
0.24
0.81
2.10
5.40
6.31
2.76
0.30

Total
1622.29
1831.56
505.25
104.07
200.03
499.33
564.49
894.65
1702.74
1185.82
911.02
100

TABLE – 2: SRISAILAM AND NAGARJUNA SAGAR RESERVOIRS YEARLY WATER STORAGE DATA
AT THE TIME OF FIRST OVERFLOWING AND YEARLY LOW LEVEL
Calen
dar
year

Srisailam Reservoir
(Gross storage 263.634 TMC (ft) at 885 feet FRL)

Date
of
overfl
ow

1
2007
2006
2005
2004

2
8/7/07
1/8/06
2/8/05
19/8/04

Reserv
oir level
(Feet) #

3
881.7
879.4
873.7
881.2

Gross
storage
(TMC)

4
244.07
236.59
204.03
242.35

Dam
overflow
for next
seven
days
(TMC)
5
134.95
260.95
338.05
66.90

Excessive
storage @
on
overflow
date
(TMC)
6
120.04
82.23
175.99
199.60

Nagarjuna Sagar Reservoir
(Gross storage 408.237 TMC (ft) at
590 feet FRL)
Water
level
(Feet)

7
547.2
561.9
509.8
511.4

Available
storage
(TMC)

8
288.20
326.01
205.38
208.64

Unfilled
storage
(TMC)
before
receiving
flood flows
9
120.04
82.23
202.86
199.60

Srisailam Reservoir
(Minimum level for power
generation 740 feet at 25 TMC
gross storage)
Date of
Minimum Minimu
minimu
reservoir
m
m level /
level
gross
gross
(Feet)
storage
storage
(TMC)
10
07/6/07
11/6/06
25/6/05
8/5/04

11
806.8
807.1
760.0
741.3

12
54.57
54.83
28.04
25.57

# The dam gates were opened to pass floodwater before reaching FRL to prevent flooding in upstream river stretch and for flood
control.
@ This value is difference of values in ‘column 4’ and ‘column 12’ or value in ‘column 9’ whichever is less.
Source of data: http://www.irrigation.ap.gov.in
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BOOK REVIEW

AN INSIDER’S INSIGHTS ON WATER
Towards Water Wisdom: Limits, Justice, Harmony
By Ramaswamy Iyer, Sage Publications, New Delhi, 2007

evident. Today, when the existence of crisis is
accepted, the solution is still the same: more large
essential features of India’s (and to some extent
dams. The author does not note that even for tackling
region’s and world’s) current water sector, taking off
the problems related to
from author’s previous
change,
the
book (the 2003 book:
Ramaswamy Iyer has two major climate
solution
proposed
is
again
“Water:
Perspectives,
advantages for writing such a book.
Issues, Concerns”) and
Firstly, he has had an inside view, more water reservoirs! It
would have been good if
what should be the path
having been secretary Ministry of the author would have
we need to take for future
Water Resources and also author of raised sharper questions
if we want to achieve
India’s
first National Water Policy of about accountability of
equity,
harmony
and
1987.
Secondly, even after his such
inappropriate
development
in
true
decisions
taken.
retirement over two decades ago, he
sense. .

This remarkable book attempts to show what are the

has remained intensely involved in The book also correctly
Ramaswamy Iyer has two
the water sector in official and also raises questions about
major
advantages for
justification of the various
unofficial capacities.
writing such a book.
demand projections that
Firstly, he has had an
have been used to push more supply side projects
inside view, having been secretary Ministry of Water
and lays stress on demand side management. The
Resources and also author of India’s first National
author’s narrations of the international (Chapter 11Water Policy of 1987. Secondly, even after his
12) and interstate (chapter 13-15) disputes would be
retirement over two decades ago, he has remained
an education for most readers as they are informative,
intensely involved in the water sector in both official
analytical and also provide thoughtful suggestions.
capacity in some instances and from an independent
Among
the
many
position in most instances.
The
author
makes
it
clear
in
the
first
perceptive
comments
here,
These are formidable
a
notable
one
(chapter
15)
chapter
itself
that
the
perceived
water
advantages
that
one
is,
“It
would
appear
that
senses as one goes
crisis is largely due to “gross
through his latest book.
mismanagement”. In the fifth chapter large projects like these
he adds that the domination of supply tend to become the foci of
The author makes it clear
conflicts.” This is further
side engineering solutions is also a substantiated by the next
in the first chapter itself
that the perceived water
fundamental problem. The responses chapter on the Sardar
crisis is largely due to
to the perceived water crisis from the Sarovar Project. In fact the
“gross mismanagement”.
governments and from other official anger of the author against
In the fifth chapter he adds
agencies, in proposals for more big the domination of big
that the domination of
dams,
interlinking
of
rivers, projects in the water
supply side engineering
development
privatisation and commodification, resources
solutions
is
also
a
could be felt through out
public private partnership and so on
fundamental problem. The
and this is not just
are wrong, as the book rightly emotional expression, but
responses
to
the
perceived water crisis
reasons.
he reasons why he finds it
from the governments and
problematic.
from other official agencies, in proposals for more big
In chapter 19, he notes how limited is the constitution
dams, interlinking of rivers (chapter 9), privatisation
of India in taking a view of water as an integral part of
and commodification (chapters 17-18), public private
the ecology, and that the constitution neither refers to
partnership (chapter 24) and so on are wrong, as the
groundwater (India’s water lifeline today) nor to
book rightly reasons.
traditional water systems. In chapter 21 the author
In chapter eight, the author interestingly says that
contends, “in both the Directive Principles and the
large dams were proposed as solutions by the official
Fundamental Duties sections (of the constitution),
agencies 50 years ago when no water crisis was
there should be carefully drafted statements on
JUNE-JULY 2008
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water”. In chapter 24 he also argues for a new global
There are many books on water sector these days.
declaration on water, replacing the current faulty
However, there are very few who take holistic view of
doctrines. In chapter 22 he somewhat unconvincingly
the sector as Iyer’s does. The book is remarkable also
argues that there is need for a National Water Law.
for the clarity of perception that it conveys even when
the views expressed go against the accepted wisdom.
The book has its share of limitations. One major issue
For example the author has no hesitation (chapter 20)
missing with necessary emphasis (mentioned in
rejecting the National Water Policy 2002, National
passing, e.g. on p 29 in the context of governance) is
Resettlement
and
that India has the world’s
The Book does not strongly enough Rehabilitation Policy 2003
largest, but one of the
the
National
advocate the need to ensure that and
worst performing irrigation
Environment
Policy
2004.
rivers have freshwater through them
(the biggest consumer of
Similarly,
on
the
issue
of
all the time. Similarly, one wishes the
freshwater) infrastructure,
Indus
Water
Treaty
and that with better
author would have stressed the
between
India
and
operation
of
this
importance of new rice cultivation Pakistan, the author says
infrastructure, it is possible
method called the System of Rice (chapter 11), “differences
to achieve greater results,
Intensification,
which
has
the such as those relating to
rather than hankering for
potential
of
reducing
the
water
use
in Baglihar and other projects
new infrastructure. In fact
are the inevitable outcome
rice
cultivation
by
half
and
yet
that may be one of the
of and are almost built into
increase the yield very substantially.
best options before India
the treaty.” Likewise, he
as we attempt to get out of
persuasively argues (chapter 23) that fate of a
the agriculture crisis that we are facing today. The
mutually acceptable treaty like the 1996 Indiaauthor could have highlighted this either with a
Bangladesh Ganga Water Treaty (as does any other
separate chapter or with due emphasis at right places
agreement or treaty, between states as well as
(e.g. beginning of chapter 10). The issue of lack of
nations) depend on an atmosphere of mutual goodwill
allocation of resources for
and good sense.
upkeep of the created
As the author says at the outset, the
infrastructure
to
get
book argues for change towards the The book should be
optimum benefits is also
three words in the subtitle: Limits, counted as one of the best
applicable to hydropower
Justice, Harmony. Mr Iyer, with his books on water resources
and water supply sectors.
characteristic clarity of perception development in India. At
One wishes the author
the function at India
indeed succeeds in showing the way International Centre for the
would have stressed this
towards water wisdom but it is launch of the book, he
in a stronger way.
doubtful that the road he has explained that the key
Another limitation as I see,
indicated will be taken. We will learn words of the book are listed
is that it does not strongly
in the subtitle of the book:
the hard way, it seems.
enough advocate the need
“Limits,
Justice
and
to ensure that rivers have
Harmony”, even through you are more likely to come
freshwater flowing through them all the time, there is
across words like crisis, conflicts and disputes. As the
no legal necessity for that in India today. In Chapter
author says at the outset, the book argues for change
24 he does argue against the notion of minimum flow
towards the three words in the subtitle. Mr Iyer, with
as it implies allowing maximum abstraction. But the
his characteristic clarity of perception indeed
trouble today is that there is no statutory requirement
succeeds in showing the way towards water wisdom
in India that rivers must have freshwater flow and this
(not just in chapters 26-28, but through the book) but
needs very strong advocacy, considering the central
it is doubtful that the road he has indicated will be
importance of rivers for the society and ecology.
taken. Here the author is able to describe what
constitutes wisdom. How to achieve implementation
Similarly, one wishes the author would have stressed
of the recommendations is a different question
the importance of new rice cultivation method called
altogether. The author does raise this question (e.g.
the System of Rice Intensification, which has the
on page 60), the answer would require another book.
potential of reducing the water use in rice cultivation
by half and yet increase the yield very substantially.
We will learn the rather hard way, it seems.
This is important, since, as author notes in chapter
Himanshu Thakkar
six, that agriculture is by far the biggest user of water
(An edited version appeared in Down to Earth, June 15, ‘08)
in India.
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The DAMaging Floods
This year in June 2008 we have seen the floods in
Assam and also the eastern Indian region of Jharkhand,
West Bengal and Orissa. In both instances, dams played
a significant role.

Jamshedpur and East Singhbhum, W Bengal district of
Paschim Medinipur and the Orissa district of Baleshwar
were worst affected.

All these districts are in
In Assam
the floods
The popular and fairly widespread Suvarnarekha river basin.
severely
affected
perception held till recently, carefully The W Bengal water
finance
Lakhimpur and surrounding
built and nurtured by the proponents resources and
ministers have stated that
districts due to a number of
of big dams, is that Dams control or the sudden release of over
tributaries of Brahmaputra,
help moderate floods. In theory, it 3.5 lakh cusecs of water
big contributors being the
Ranganadi and Dikrong. As
sounds possible. However, in practice, from the Chandil dam on
Assam
Chief
Minister
that perception, unfortunately, often Suvarnarekha River in the
publicly stated, the sudden
won’t stand up to scrutiny if actual upstream Saraikela district
was
responsible
for
releases of large quantities
experience with dams is objectively converting the floods into a
of water from the upstream
assessed.
destructive force. There is no
405
MW
Ranganadi
doubt that there was heavy
Hydropower
project
to very heavy rainfall in these areas during the third
contributed significantly to the floods in these two
week of June 2008. The sudden release of huge quantity
tributaries. The floods led to washing away of
of water from the Chandil dam, made the flood into a
embankment and National Highway, submergence of
destructive force that washed away highways and
vast stretches of land and houses, displacing thousands
railway track, submerged lakhs of acres of land, people
of people.
& cattle died and millions of people were displaced.
There is no doubt that Ranganadi and Dikrong Rivers
Here too there was no information or warning to the
themselves were experiencing floods due to rainfall in
downstream areas about the water releases from the
the catchment area. However, the surge of flows added
dam. Nor was there consideration of the impact of the
by the Ranganadi HEP probably proved to be sufficient
releases during high rainfall in the downstream areas. It
to make the floods so destructive. There was no
is disturbing to note here that releases from the huge
information or warning to the downstream areas before
Chandil dam was happening
making these releases, nor
It is disturbing to note here that in the first fortnight of the
was it considered as to
releases from the huge Chandil dam monsoon, when one expects
what is the flood status in
was happening in the first fortnight of the dam to be relatively
the downstream areas and
It
is
equally
what would be the impact of
the monsoon, when one expects the empty.
such releases there. The
dam to be relatively empty. It is scandalous to learn that
according to the Union
Chairman of the North
equally scandalous to learn that Ministry
of
Water
Eastern Electric Power
according to the Union Ministry of Resources1, Chandil is one
Company, the operator of
Water Resources, Chandil is one of of
the
“Reservoirs
the Ranganadi project said
that it was not possible to
the “Reservoirs constructed with constructed with exclusive
inform the downstream
flood control storage”.
exclusive flood control storage”.
areas before such releases!
These are not the first instances when sudden releases
Now information about rainfall and river flows in the
of high quantity water from large dams have lead to
upstream and downstream area is easily available and
destructive floods in the downstream areas.
relatively accurate prediction of rainfall over the next
In August 2006, Surat city on Tapi River in South Gujarat
shorter time period is possible. One would expect the
experienced the worst floods in its history due to sudden
operations of the dams to take these into consideration.
release of 7 to 10 lakh cusecs of water from the
This is the least one expects from dam operators,
upstream Ukai dam.
considering the huge destructive potential of releases
from these large dams.
Sadly that is not the case today. Isn’t this deplorable, to
the extent of being criminal?

http://www.wrmin.nic.in/index3.asp?sslid=356&subsublinkid=360&langid=1,
moreover, as per

The second instance of destructive floods this June was
in Eastern India. Here, Jharkhand districts of Saraikela,

http://pib.nic.in/archieve/lreleng/lyr2003/rjul2003/29072003/r2907200321.ht
ml, “flood storage of 0.375 million acre feet was allocated in Chandil dam
reservoir in Bihar for flood moderation benefits in West Bengal and Orissa.”

1
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The sudden release of 2.5 lakh cusecs of water from
At least 150 people were killed, 80% of the city was
Jayakawadi dam in Godavari basin Maharashtra in
under water, over 20 lakh people were trapped inside
August 2006 lead to floods in Nanded, Parbhani, Beed
the flooded city, without flood, drinking water, milk,
and Jalna districts. In fact
electricity or communication
for four days and nights.
The report of the working group on the dam induced floods were
so
wide
spread
in
That flood was completely
Agriculture for the 11th Five Year Plan Maharashtra in 2005 and
avoidable if the dam
acknowledged that mismanagement at 2006, that the Maharashtra
operators
had
started
the dams can induce floods, “There government, in January
earlier releases of water,
appointed
a
taking into consideration the
are apprehensions that recent floods 2007,
committee
to
tackle
this
available information about
in central and western India was due
The
Terms
of
continuous heavy rainfall in
to improper planning, coordination issue.
Reference of the committee
the
upstream,
storage
and management of water releases acknowledged the role
situation at the Ukai dam,
from reservoirs.”
played by dams in flood
timing of high tides when
disasters,
“Simultaneous
river is unable to discharge
releases from number of dams in the same basin
to its full capacity and the carrying capacity of the
aggravated the flood situation further… The abnormal
downstream river. A people’s commission on floods,
flood situation compelled release of water more than the
headed by the former acting Chief Justice of Gujarat
downstream river channel capacity.”
High Court, Justice RA Mehta concluded that there is
clear case of criminal negligence and the dam operators
Similarly, the report of the working group on Agriculture
are liable to be prosecuted for culpable homicide not
for the 11th Five Year Plan acknowledged that
amounting to murder.
mismanagement at the dams can induce floods, “There
are apprehensions that recent floods in central and
In the same year, large parts Mahi and Sabarmati basins
western India was due to improper planning,
in Gujarat experienced flood disasters due to sudden
coordination
and
release of large quantities
of
water
of water from upstream
Regrettably, how the dam is operated management
dams. These instances of
is not in public domain. So we don’t releases from reservoirs.”
flood disasters could have
even get to know how the inflows, When these issues are
been avoided if the dam
storage and outflows at the dam raised before the proponents
operators had gradually
dams-control-floods
changes with time (and days) and on of
released water from the
theory, one of the retorts one
dams,
considering
the
what basis the decisions about the often hears is, but how can
available information about
certain outflows at certain time are dams create floods? They
rainfall in the upstream
taken. Such information should only pass on the water that
catchments
and
mandatorily be daily put in public comes from the upstream.
downstream areas of the
domain.
Sounds logical?
respective dams, rather
than waiting for the dams to
Again, won’t stand up to scrutiny. The very nature of flow
be filled up and than suddenly releasing huge quantities
dynamics in the downstream area changes once dam is
of water, even as the downstream catchment was
in place and how the dam is operated crucially decides
experiencing heavy rainfall.
what would be the experience in the downstream areas.
Regrettably, how the dam is operated is not in public
In another deadly instance, on October 1, 2006, at least
domain. So we don’t even get to know how the inflows,
39 people were killed in Datia district in Madhya Pradesh
storage and outflows at the dam changes with time (and
when suddenly large amount of water was released from
days) and on what basis the decisions about the certain
the upstream Manikheda dam on Sind River in Shivpuri
outflows at certain time are taken. Such information
district. There was no warning prior to these sudden
should mandatorily be daily put in public domain.
releases and hence unsuspecting people crossing the
river were washed away.
Is this asking for too much?
Earlier in April 2005, in yet another cruel incident, at
least 70 people were killed at Dharaji in Dewas district of
Madhya Pradesh due to sudden release of huge quantity
of water from the upstream Indira Sagar Dam on
Narmada river.

Until this is achieved, there is little hope of change. And
the dam operators would literally get away with murder,
as it happened in numerous cases listed above.
Himanshu Thakkar
(An edited version in Civil Society, August 2008)
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India’s Hydropower Projects

Cheap, clean, green, renewable source of money?
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President, downwards to the lowly bureaucrats, all are
sold on that slogan. Unfortunately they have not
bothered to justify that slogan in a credible way. Let us
see the reality of the performance of HPs in a few
snapshots.

3.97

Governments at centre and states in India are in a hurry
to take up as many big hydropower projects (HPs) as
soon as possible. Their USP (unique selling proposition),
they say, is that hydropower is cheap, clean green and
renewable source of energy. From Prime Minister and
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This when the rainfall in 2007 monsoon was 105% of the
One way to assess the performance of the big HPs
long period average. In fact, the per MW generation
would be to see how much power these projects are
figure has been consistently
generating per MW installed
capacity. As of March 31,
Now see how this performance has lower after the peak of 199495. In 2002-03, the per MW
2008, India had total
been changing over time. When we generation was 39.7% lower
installed
capacity
of
plot the per MW generation figures than the peak figure. This
36468.25
Mega
Watts
over the years, we see that this figure should be shocking for
(MW) from HPs. This
capacity generated at an
is dropping over the years, as can be anyone and should lead to
average rate of 3.39 million
seen from the trend line in the graph an assessment as to why
units (MU) per MW installed
on this page. For example, the this is happening. But the
authorities have not even
capacity during 2007-08. [If
generation in 2007-08 is 14.6% lower done such an analysis, leave
a 1 MW project runs for
than the per MW generation in 1994- aside the question of finding
100% of the time in a year,
reasons
for
such
it would typically produce
95.
underperformance.
8.76 MU of power.] In
others words, in 2007-08, the HPs generated power at
Look at the generation performance in another way.
full capacity for 38.7% of the time. This performance is
When the HPs get techno-economic clearance, the
certainly lower than the expectations and perceptions of
clearance is based on claims that the project will
performance of these projects.
generate certain power at 90% dependability. Our
Now see how this performance has been changing over
analysis of the 208 (with total installed capacity of
time. When we plot the per MW generation figures over
30740.3 MW) of the 228 operating HPs (for 20 stations
the years, we see that this figure is dropping over the
we could not get the required data) in India as on March
years, as can be seen from the trend line in the graph on
31, 2007 shows that power generation at 184 of these
this page. For example, the generation in 2007-08 is
projects (that is 88.5% of the 208 projects for which we
14.6% lower than the per MW generation in 1994-95.
could get data) was below the design 90% generation
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is clear from this quote from official authority that even
figure. The total installed capacity of these
when it is possible and necessary, HPs do not work as
underperforming 184 projects is 25214 MW (over 82% of
peaking stations and rather operate as base load
the capacity we have assessed). This analysis was
stations. This negates the very justification that is used
based on generation figures for the HPs from 1985-86 to
to push big HPs. This should be sufficient to launch an
2007-08 obtained from the Central Electricity Authority.
investigation into this issue and in the mean time call a
Shockingly, the actual 90% dependable power
moratorium on more large hydro projects.
generation achieved by 90 of these 184 projects is less
than half of the design 90% dependable power
Here we have not gone into the other important issues
generation. This extent of underperformance should be
related to large HPs, for example, who gets the benefits,
scandalous for anyone. This means that a lot of unviable
who pays the cost, question
projects
and
unviable
Analysis of the 208 (installed capacity of participation in planning,
capacities are being added,
making,
30740 MW) as on March 31, 2007 decision
leading to huge social,
construction
and
operation,
environmental
and
shows that power generation at 184 of
environmental
economic impacts, which
these projects (that is 88.5% of the social,
aspects,
emission
of global
were avoidable if the
projects)
was
below
the
design
90%
warming
methane
from
scrutiny of the projects was
generation figure. This analysis was reservoirs, issues related
more stringent. When the
based on generation figures for 1985- with Rivers, lands, forests
projects under perform,
unfortunately, there are no
86 to 2007-08. Shockingly, the actual and so on. It is also
consequences for any one
generation for 90 of these 184 projects noteworthy that out of some
4600 big dams in India,
and all the costs incurred
is less than half of the design 90% hardly 5% have hydropower
are passed on to the
dependable power generation. And component. Potential of
consumers.
hydropower
there are no consequences for anyone adding
Earlier this year, the Central
component at such locations
for this appalling underperformance.
Electricity
Regulatory
should be assessed. If even
Commission proposed new tariff norms for HPs so that
5% of the remaining sites are found to be feasible in this
when the project generate power below the design 90%
respect, we will be looking at adding huge hydropower
dependability figure, the returns to the project
capacity without incurring additional social or
developers would drop. Those proposed new norms
environmental costs and even financial costs will be
were to be applicable from April 1, 2008. Unfortunately,
smaller than going for a new project. Similarly, there is
CERC announced on April 15 that the existing tariff
huge potential of small-mini-micro hydro and options of
regulations will continue to operate till further notice.
modernisation of gharats. Similarly, all efforts should be
done to optimise performance of existing large HPs. If all
Look at the performance of big hydropower project in
these options are properly taken up, it is possible that we
one more way. One of the major justifications for
may not need to go for most of the new large HPs.
pushing HPs is that they can provide peaking power.
This is because an HP can be switched off and on much
It is not surprising that agitations are going on in various
more easily than thermal project and this advantage can
forms all over the country against such projects, for
be used by operating the HP during hours of the day
example in Andhra Pradesh (Polavaram, Pulichintala),
when the power demand is high. We have been asking
Arunachal Pradesh (Dibang), Himachal Pradesh (Allain
the authorities to tell us how much of the power
Duhangan, Khab, Luhri, Swara Kuddu), Kerala
generated by HPs is during peaking hours. These
(Athirapally),
Madhya
Pradesh
(Indira
Sagar,
agencies have been accepted that they do not have this
Maheshwar,
Omkareshwar,
Sardar
Sarovar),
Manipur
information! What this means is that the nation does not
(Thoubal, Tipaimukh), Sikkim (Panang), Uttaranchal
even know to what extent is the advantage of HP in
(Bhagirathi Valley, Alaknanda Valley, Kotli Bhel), etc.
providing peaking power is used.
This fire will spread, intensify and even get nasty if there
Here it would be interesting to quote what the CERC
are no systemic changes to address the crucial issues
said on this subject recently, “In the course of
these struggles are raising.
proceedings for determination of tariff for Nathpa Jhakri
The trouble is, who is listening? Those responsible in the
HEP and Tehri HEP during the last three years, the
government and elsewhere do not seem to be listening.
Commission has noticed a tendency on the part of
Hence, the big money spinning HPs have certainly
generating companies to avoid peaking operation, on
become a big renewable source of big money. Can we
one pretext or the other. It is clear that the generating
expect Jairam Ramesh, the new Union Minister of state
companies prefer operation of their generating stations
for Power to respond?
at a constant MW throughout the day, and are very
Himanshu Thakkar
reluctant to shut off the machines during off-peak hours
(An
edited
version
in
Civil
Society, July 2008)
and to run them up during peak-load hours, which is
essential for the required peaking support to the grid.” It
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Independent Committee on Large Hydro projects of Sikkim:

Suspend Panang HEP & take up small Hydro projects
micro hydro HEPs in this region and also see the how
In May 2008, the Independent Committee on Big Hydro
the Teesta V and III (when completed) project performs.
Projects of Sikkim visited a Completed Public Sector
Hydro Project like the 510 MW Teesta V HEP, the under
Here it may be noted that the Panang Project still has
construction private sector HEP like the 1200 MW
not been given concurrence by the Central Electricity
Teesta III HEP and the Dzongu area, including the site
Authority under the Section 8 of electricity Act 2003. The
of the proposed 280 MW Panang HEP. The committee
project had applied for such a concurrence on Oct 17,
talked with the affected people, elected representatives,
2006 and the application
project
officials
and
returned
without
contractors
(Teesta
III
For example, there is a huge potential of was
concurrence
on
November
HEP),
NGOs,
Public
power generation in Dzongu & other regions 17, 2006, for lack of
Relations officer (Himagiri),
of Sikkim through small and micro hydro sufficient
information.
visited the Central Water
projects. Not a single small or micro hydro Without such a concurrence
Commission
office
project has been developed or planned in the work that has been now
(Dzongu), went through the
official documents, data and
Dzongu region. In stead, the govt has entered commenced on this project
clearance letters.
into an MOU for the 280 MW Panang HEP. is illegal and should be
stopped. This also exposes
This project will completely and permanently how improperly the projects
The committee expressed
destroy the serene environment of the are taken up in Sikkim.
concern about the then
Dzongu, will destroy the culture, deeply affect
ongoing indefinite fast of
the three activists of ACT
the place with deep and unique religious On Teesta 3, the Teesta Urja
(Affected
Citizens
of
sentiments
and destroy the Lepcha Limited, the company that is
developing the project has
Teesta), with the evident
Community’s unique abode.
no track record on such
deterioration of the health of
projects. Here the govt
those on fast.
should ensure that the company enters into and MOU
with the affected communities to ensure that all possible
The committee saw that the Sikkim government, partly
impacts are avoided or minimised and properly
under pressure from the central govt, has hastily
compensated
when
unavoidable.
The
current
committed itself to develop large number (42 on last
Environment Impact Assessment, based on which the
count) of big hydropower projects, without much
project has been given clearance, is fundamentally
consultation with Sikkim citizens, without considering the
flawed and is of unacceptable quality. The EIA must be
implications of the projects for the local people,
done by a more credible agency and fresh public hearing
environment, culture, future generations and even return
should be conducted based on fresh EIA and in the
on investment for the state and the people. It has also
meantime work on the project should be suspended. The
not seriously assessed the options available for
Environment management plan should be properly
electricity generation or options for development in
prepared and implemented as required and local people
general. This is evident in the way the 510 MW Teesta V
should benefit rather than suffer adverse impacts, as
has been developed, the way Panang HEP MOU has
happens in all hydro projects. Complete videography of
been signed and the way the 1200 MW Teesta III
the houses, water sources, existing landslides and other
implementation has started.
structures should immediately be done to create a
For example, there is a huge potential of power
baseline data. The EIA-EMP should be translated in full
generation in Dzongu & other regions of Sikkim through
in local language and made available. All this should be
small and micro hydro projects. The Committee was
done before project is taken any further. If the project
shocked to see that not a single small or micro hydro
work continues without implementing all these steps, it
project has been developed or planned in Dzongu
would bring greater disaster than the Teesta V project,
region. In stead of assessing & realizing this potential,
which has been a disaster as can be seen from the
the govt has entered into an MOU with an unknown
situation on ground.
entity like the Himagiri for the 280 MW Panang HEP.
All these steps should be implemented as a policy for all
This project will completely and permanently destroy the
HEPs.
serene environment of the Dzongu, will destroy the
culture, deeply affect the place with deep and unique
On Teesta V, it is important that the govt asks NHPC to
religious sentiments and destroy the Lepcha
institute credible independent review and resolution of
Community’s unique abode. The govt should rather
the outstanding social and environmental issues in a
suspend or declare moratorium on this project for at
time bound manner. The committee found that scores of
least 5 years and in the meantime take up the small and
houses have developed cracks, the water sources of the
JUNE-JULY 2008
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communities have dried up, the project site has been left
ugly, without restoring the site as required and the
tunnels are already leaking. The Committee also found
that the huge amount of silt has also been accumulated
behind the dam already and the project had to stop
generation of power for the preceding five days (i.e. May
16-21, 2008). The state govt should also penalise NHPC
for not taking care of these problems before
commissioning of the project. The committee was told by
the affected people that there seems to be massive
corruption in payments of compensations, unearthed by
the affected people through RTI. In some cases, the
affected people seem to have been paid Rs 5000/- when
records show they have been paid Rs 35000/-. A
credible independent investigation into this aspect is also
urgently required.
The committee welcomed the move of the Chief Minister
of Sikkim when he declared in the Sikkim assembly that
the Teesta IV project, earlier awarded to NHPC, would
be scrapped. NHPC could have created greater havoc in
the fragile geology of Teesta IV area, besides destroying
the sanctity of Dzongu region. The committee also
welcomed the decision of the Sikkim Cabinet to scrap
four of the five other HEPs proposed in the Dzongu area.
The committee hoped that the Sikkim CM will show
statesmanship by suspending the Panang HEP for at
least five years immediately to protect and preserve the
sanctity of the Dzongu area.
For other proposed Big HEPs, the Sikkim govt should
take a pause, initiate a credible independent commission
with participation of ACT and other concerned groups
and persons. It is also important to study the credibility of
EIAs, the siltation rates in Teesta basin, the downstream
impacts, the cumulative impacts, the incidents of flash
floods, requirement of minimum water flows and
floodflows in the rivers and so on in the meantime to
ensure that whatever projects taken up are indeed in
larger interest of the people, environment and future of
the people of the state. If the projects now proposed are
taken up, the Rivers, environment, culture, forests and
mountains of Sikkim will be completely and irreversibly
destroyed.
Committee Members: Soupana Lahiri (National Forum
of Forest People and Forest workers, Delhi), Ravindra
Nath (Rural Volunteers Centre, Akajan, Assam), Partho
J Das (North Eastern Centre for Environmental
Research and Development, Guwahati), Vimal Bhai
(Matu Jan Sangathan, Delhi), Arnab (NESPON, Siliguri,
West Bengal), Himanshu Thakkar (South Asia Network
on Dams, Rivers & People, Delhi)
Teesta V stopped generation for 44 days due to high
silt The Power generation at the Teesta V project had to
be stopped for 44 days from June 12 to July 25, due to
high silt in the river. According to a release (Business Line
290708) from the NHPC, the silt deposition altered the
course of river and caused damage to the river banks at
various places in and around the Dikchu town,

13
immediately upstream from the project. The repair work
has been undertaken. The second phase of the repairs,
to further increase the height of the protection walls, is
yet to be taken up to take care of the safety and security
of the people living in and around the Dikchu and Fidang
villages.
When we see the monthly power generation data for
Teesta V from the website of Central Electricity Authority
(www.cea.nic.in), we that indeed the power generation at
Teesta has dropped from 189.38 Million Units in May
2008, to just 93.44 MU in June & further down to 58.92
MU in July, when the power generation in these months
of peak water flow should have been much higher.

Historic Victory of the struggle of Sikkim people
ACT withdraws 96 day fast after letter from Power
Ministry On June 14, 2008, the ACT received a letter
from Secretary, Energy & Power Department, Govt of
Sikkim, informing that taking in consideration the
sentiments of the Local people and the need to conserve
the Environment, the govt has decided to scrap following
four HEPs proposed in the Dzongu region: the 141 MW
Rangyong HEP, 120 MW Lingza HEP, the 90 MW
Ringpi HEP and the 33 MW Rukel HEP. The ACT press
release said, “In reciprocation of the good action of the
Government, the ACT announces the withdrawal of the
96 days of historic indefinite hunger strike by Ren Dawa
Lepcha and Ren Tenzing Gyatso Lepcha.” However,
considering that their demand of also scrapping the
Panang HEP and the Teesta IV HEP was not yet
accepted, the ACT decided to continue the relay hunger
strike going on since June 19, 2007. (ACT PR 140608)
Sikkim scraps 11 hydel projects The Sikkim
government has scrapped 11 of the proposed hydro
power projects citing inordinate delay in starting work by
developers for which contracts were awarded years ago.
The Secretary, Power added, the developers whose
contracts had been cancelled did not even submit the
detailed project report, not to speak of other unfulfilled
obligations. The hydro power projects like SadaMangder (71 mw), Rongnichu (96 mw), Bhasmey (51
mw), Rolep 36 mw), Chakungchu (50 mw), Ting Ting (90
MW), Rateychu-Bakchachu (40 MW), Tashiding (88
MW) and Ralong (40 MW) had been scrapped. Two
other hydel projects - Rangyong (117 MW) and Lingza
(99 MW), both in north Sikkim were scrapped in view of
the agitation by a social organisation, while two other
projects Ringi (90 MW) and Rukel (33 MW) were not put
for bidding as the site for the two projects were situated
in a protected area under the Kanchenjunga Park in the
Himalayas, he said. Private developer Madhya Bharat
Power Corporation had filed a writ petition first week of
July ‘08 in the Sikkim High Court challenging the
cancellation of the project at Rongnichu stating that the
required land for the project had not been made
available. On August 3, 2008, the Sikkim govt decided to
review this decision. (PTI 180708, 040808)
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Controversial Ken Betwa River Link Proposal

Wide spread opposition to Ken Betwa Link Proposal
Numerous Memorandums submitted to Govt’s Expert Committee
There is a strong opposition to the controversial Ken
Betwa River Link proposal of Government of India.
When members of expert committee set by the
Government of India visited the affected area, the
people expressed their opposition to the project in
strong words, saying they would prefer to die rather
than get displaced by the project. The committee
members were accompanied by senior officials of the
National Water Development Agency, working under
the Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India.
Numerous memorandums were submitted to the
members,
including
some
by
the
elected
representatives.
The people of Daudhan village, where the Greater
Gangau dam under the project is to be constructed,
unanimously said that there is no justification for the
project and they oppose it. In a memorandum to the
committee members, the people said, “However, whole
of the village is against displacement from this village to
another place. We are having clean water, air, forests
and land for agriculture, which won’t be available at new
place. All of us want basic facilities like Electricity, road,
school, health facilities, etc, so that we are able to have
proper social living standard. Hence, in stead of
displacing us, kindly help us to get the basic facilities
mentioned above.”
The people of Daudhan said that those who have been
shifted from the surrounding villages like Gangau,
Pipertola, etc (as they were coming inside the Panna
Tiger Reserve area) are in condition like those of
beggers after displacement. They were cheated by the
government officials. The land given to them is infertile
and just to hide this fact, one or two inches of soil was
spread over the land given to them. There was no water
in the well, but to cheat them, the well was filled with
tanker water.
The people there were clearly angry and against the
project and against displacement. An old woman, called
Dadi by the people, said with anger that we will not go
from here even if we are submerged. They said that
whole of Bundelkhand is in news for drought, but there
is no drought here. Sitaram Yadav said that the land
here is so rich that there is no land of this quality
anywhere. He said we do not have to use fertilizers,
pesticides, and with just natural water, our crops are
waist high. They said that in a good season they can
get upto 70 bags of gram (chana) on sowing one bag of
seeds. They said that even in this season The visit was
during March 2008), when the crops are not so good
due to some worms, the gram plants are very healthy.
They challenged that there are so many seeds of gram
on one plant that one adult cannot eat all the seeds
from one plant.

Shri Vivek Kumar Singh, MLA and former Minister, UP,
said in his letter to the committee, “without knowing the
traditional agricultural practices and water techniques,
attempting to divert the water of smaller river Ken to
bigger river Betwa through a mega project, that too
without the informed consent of the general public
would not only be injustice, but it would be a new
chapter of worsening situation for Bundelkhand due to
disturbance to the nature and this may lead to
desertification of Bundelkhand.”
Former Minister (UP) Shri Jamuna Prasad Bose said in
his letter to the committee, “Ken is not only a river, but it
is a lifeline of the Banda district. Accepting the unnatural
attempt at diverting the water flow of this small lifeline
river to the bigger Betwa river would mean pushing
lakhs of people and lives to death. This is not at all in
public interest. The govts must review this proposal.”
Prof Chandra Prakash Sharma, former MLA of Banda
(UP) wrote to the committee, “Ken Betwa River Link
project is not in the interests of the people; due to the
project, the groundwater levels in hundreds of villages
of Banda & Hamirapur districts of UP and Panna &
Chhattarpur districts of MP would go beyond the reach.
The lands currently irrigated by the Banda based Ken
Irrigation Project in Rabi and Kharif would become
unirrigated. This is because Ken is a monsoon fed river.
Building such a big project in a monsoon fed river would
not be successful in terms of results.”
Memorandums from people Palkoha village, Sukwaha
village were also submitted, which also opposed the
project. Letters to the Expert Committee from Jamuna
Prasad Bose (former Minister, UP government), Prof
Chandra Prakash Sharma (former MLA, Banda-UP),
Vaishya Rajkumar Raj (Chairman of City Corporation,
Banda), Vivek Kumar Singh (MLA and former Minister,
UP) and Shri Dev Kumar Yadav (State Gen Secretary,
United Communist Party of India) were also submitted
to the committee, all opposing the link proposal in
strongest words.
There was also a memorandum from the people of
Simra Khurd Village in Tikamgarh district, requesting
that the canal of the proposed project be taken up as
per original alignment. However, it was clear that this
village was much better off already than Daudhan and
many other villages. Even in a drought year, at least
20% land of the village was irrigated, and in a normal
year, 40% of the cultivated land of the village gets
irrigation, as told by the people of the village to the
committee members. All the letters, with English
translation of the letters have been submitted to the
NWDA and MWR and their response is awaited.
SANDRP
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SARDAR SAROVAR PROJECT

No command Area Development Plan, 21 years after clearance
Environment Ministry asks Water Resources Ministry to stop funding
The Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) has been going on
under implementation, 21 years after it was given
environment clearance, without the Command Area
Development (CAD) Plan that was required to be done
before the project was given the environment clearance!
Now, through a letter on November 5, 2007, secretary,
Union Ministry of Environment and Forests (MEF) asked
the
secretary,
Union
Ministry
of
Water
Resources(MWR), that the money for the Command
Area Development of the SSP should be stopped. This
and related issues came to light following a number of
applications under the Right to Information Act by South
Asia Network on Dams, Rivers & People (SANDRP).
The Nov 5, 2007 letter from the MEF states, “The
project was accorded environmental clearance on
24.6.1987 with the condition that he detailed surveys/
studies on the above aspects (including CAD) will be
carried out as per schedule proposed and details would
be made available by 1989… The Environment Sub
Group (ESG) (a statutory body under the Narmada
Control Authority (NCA)) headed by Secretary (MEF) in
their 44th meeting held on 16.7.2007 had a discussion
on CAD plan. It was noted that the action plan of CAD is
yet to be prepared by the Government of Gujarat… As
CAD plan is under examination by the NCA/ ESG I
would request you not to release any further fund
for CAD till the plan is approved by the Ministry.”
(Emphasis added.)
However, the initial response from the MEF to
SANDRP’s RTI application was not so straight forward.
MEF should have answered SANDRP’s questions, but
they forwarded SANDRP’s application to the NCA.
NCA’s response, under the sign of Dr Afroz Ahmad,
Director of NCA was quite untruthful, when it wrote to
the applicant though its letter of May 5, 2008, “NCA has
no information with regard to MEF approving CAD and
Drainage plans in the SSP Command area in Gujarat
and Rajasthan”. When NCA wrote this letter, it already
knew that CAD development plans were yet to be
submitted, leave aside the question of approval by
MEF, that MEF had already asked MWR to stop funding
to SSP CAD and in the meeting of April 23, 2008, five of
the NCA officers were present and this meeting was
supposed to discuss on the CAD of SSP! Clearly NCA
was lying in its response to SANDRP.
A meeting of the sub group set up under the
chairpersonship of Secretary, MEF to review the
progress of the CAD was held on April 23, 2008. The
minutes of this meeting, available with SANDRP
confirms this. It says, “The issue was also taken up by
MEF with MWR with a request not to release funds for
CAD till the plan is approved by MEF… the progress on

preparation of CAD Plan was reviewed during field visit
th
th
to Gujarat State during 12 -14 Feb 2008 and it was
informed that preparation of the plan was making
progress and is likely to be available shortly. Jt MD,
SSNNL pointed out that model microplan for
development of the command area is not available.”
This clearly shows that the CAD plan was yet to be
submitted till this meeting took place.
While it is welcome that the MEF has now taken this
steps, it should be shocking that 19 years after the
deadline for submission of CAD plan expired, the plan is
yet to be submitted and yet the project work has been
going on unhindered. What is even more alarming that
when journalists asked MWR officials about this issue,
they refused to accept this reality and gave misleading
and untruthful information to the media. SANDRP than
filed another RTI with the MWR in June 2008.
In response, MWR, through its letter dated July 3, 2008
accepted regarding the action taken by MWR in
response to the Nov 5, 2007 D.O. letter from MEF, “It is
mentioned that after the receipt of DO letter, no
further Central assistance has been released to the
Government of Gujarat.” (Emphasis in original) MWR
also accepted, “The Ministry has released Central
assistance of Rs 5132.18 lakh to this project so far”
under CAD programme.
This acceptance by MWR raises some questions about
its conduct, when earlier its officials denied the
existence of this letter from MEF to MWR and denied
that MWR was giving any money under CAD.
Some questions This whole episode raises many
serious questions. Some of the more important ones of
these questions are listed here.
⇒ If the project was supposed to submit CAD plan by
1989 and did not submit the same, why was no action
taken? What is the value of what is written in the
statutory environment clearance?
⇒ Why did MWR give money to CAD of SSP in the
first place, when it knew that the project has yet to
submit CAD plan, required since 1987?
⇒ Why did the MEF not demand that the money given
by the MWR to SSP under the Accelerated Irrigation
Benefits Programme should also be stopped? Why has
the MWR not stopped disbursement of AIBP money for
SSP?
There are no easy, immediate answers to these
questions, but this episode exposes the lax
implementation of the laws and programs by the MWR,
MER and NCA.
SANDRP
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DAMS – NARMADA VALLEY
'Jal Satyagrah' in Narmada Valley
The people affected by the Indira Sagar and Upper Beda
Projects in Narmada Valley have announced Jal
Satyagrah against the inhuman and unconstitutional
submergence of lands and homes without rehabilitation
in the current monsoon in different parts of the valley. It
maybe noted that Indira Sagar Project has the largest
reservoir in India and second largest in Asia. Upper
Beda is a major project to be built on the river Beda, a
tributary of river Narmada. Satyagrah will commence in
village Sonud of Upper Beda Project and villages
Donglighat, Gahelgaon and Surlai of Indira Sagar
Project. The villagers have challenged the Government
and the project authority National Hydroelectric
Development Corp that they are prepared to face the
submergence and will drown if need be, but not flee.

Satyagraha in District Harda Houses of 80 families of
Donglighat phaliya of villages of Pachola and Jhalwa
faced submergence last monsoon itself and district
administration even paid damages for this. However
even till today they have not been identified as affected
families and are being denied their legitimate R & R
entitlements. The 'Jal Satyagrah' will be started in
Donglighat on 15th August, the Independence Day.

Upper Beda It is to be noted that land and homes in
many villages are being submerged without any prior
acquisition and rehabilitation in flagrant violation of the
Rehabilitation Policy. 14 tribal and banjara villages are in
submergence. In spite of the fact that rehabilitation
policy of the Government of Madhya Pradesh and
clearance from Ministry of Welfare requires that
landholders, encroachers, adult sons and landless be
provided agricultural land, not a single family has been
provided land. Not even one rehabilitation site has been
prepared or provided to any oustee, yet submergence is
slated within a few days of this very monsoon. After the
increase of height of the dam to crest level of 305 m this
year, there is every possibility of submergence of
backwater level up to 312 m. On one hand the villages
Sonud, Khamid etc getting affected at this height are not
rehabilitated and on the other, land acquisition of 115
families of village Palda has not yet been commenced.
The 'Jal Satyagrah' started in village Sonud of this
affected area from 3rd August. In solidarity with the
villagers affected by the Upper Beda dam, hundreds of
oustees of the Indira Sagar, Omkareshwar, Maheshwar,
Man and other dams who had gathered at Sonud

Satyagrah in Dewas District Over 100 houses of
affected village Surlai of Indira Sagar Project are
arbitrarily excluded. Satyagrah will start from 17th August
in this village.

The full reservoir level of the dam is 317 m, and the
maximum water level (MWL) is 318 m. It is surprising
that no computation of the back-water levels at MWL has
been done till now. There is no doubt that this
submergence will be much larger than the submergence
at FRL which is being presently informed to the oustees,
and in which it is likely that many other villages including
the large abadi of Chainpur is likely to submerge.
INDIRA SAGAR PROJECT It may be pointed out that
thousands of families of Indira Sagar Project are yet to
be rehabilitated and entitlements, even decided by High
Court, are yet to be provided by Government. 'Jal
Satyagrah' is declared in 3 affected places of districts
Harda, Khandwa and Dewas.

Satyagrah in District Khandwa 187 families residing in
130 houses of Gahelgaon village of district Khandwa
were excluded even after survey, even though water had
approached close to their houses last year itself. They
will be submerged if water level rises any further. The
'Jal Satyagrah' will be started in Gahelgaon on 16th
August.

Previous Satyagrahs It may be mentioned that in last
two years people had to undertake Satyagrah in Indira
Sagar
and Omkareshwar
areas against
the
unconstitutional submergence by the State Government
and NHDC. Last year people of village Gunjari of
Omkareshwar Project stood in water for 8 days. Similarly
in 2006, women of village Karanpura and Junapani of
Indira Sagar Project continuously stood in water
reaching up to their shoulders for 10 days.
No submergence before rehabilitation All the affected
and eligible farmers of Narmada Valley demand that
they should be provided land for land and other
rehabilitation entitlements according to the Rehabilitation
Policy, various clearances from Government of India and
orders of High Court and Supreme Court. It is clear that
only after that it may be permitted to fill the reservoirs.
The people have vowed to face the submergence to be
brought by State and NHDC which is based on force,
falsehood and fraud. The oustees of the Narmada Valley
and representatives of many organizations and other
noted persons from state and nation will take part in
these Satyagrahs with the steely determination to face
the rising waters.
NBA calls on all people's organizations, and other
concerned individuals from all walks of life to show
solidarity in this endeavor, to support and strengthen the
struggle. It may be noted that on 10th and 11th of July,
thousands of people of Maheshwar, Maan, Beda,
Omkareshwar, Indira Sagar and Bargi projects marched
in Bhopal and warned the Government and project
authorities that they will intensify their struggle if their
legitimate demands are not met. Now in this phase
through Satyagrah they are bringing the struggle to a
stage of do or die. (NBA PR 020808, 040808)
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Jaswant Sagar breached again The Jaswant Sagar

Madhikhera Dam Completed On July 18, 2998, the 62

m high Madhikhera Dam on Sind River in Madhya
Pradesh was dedicated to the nation. The dam with Full
Reservoir level of 346.25 m and reservoir capacity of
901.81 MCM is expected to irrigate 1.62 lakh Ha and
has installed power capacity of 60 MW. This dam has
already become controversial as on October 1, 2006, at
least 39 people were killed in Datia district in Madhya
Pradesh when suddenly large amount of water was
released from the upstream Manikheda dam in Shivpuri
district. There was no warning prior to these sudden
releases and hence unsuspecting people crossing the
river were washed away.
DAM INDUCED FLOODS
Kaddam Dam, Andhra Pradesh The waters released
from the Kaddam
Storage Capacity Total: 215.2 MCM
dam in Godavari
Live Storage Capacity: 136.5 MCM
Dan Height: 30.7 m
basin in Adilabad
Submergence Area: 2625 Ha
district in Andhra
Annual Irrigation-Projected: 27400 Ha
Pradesh
led
to
about 200 people getting stranded on roof tops in two
marooned villages of the district: Boregud and Burepalli.
The situation was so bad that preparations were made
for a rescue mission by chopper on August 5, 2008, but
those plans had to be abandoned due to inclement
weather and the affected people were ultimately rescued
by country boats. This dam suffered damages in 1995.
(The Hindu 060808)

Palemvagu dam develops breach the Palemvagu dam
in
Khammam
Annual Irrigation-Projected: 4920 Ha
district
in
Land Acquisition: 452 Ha
Andhra Pradesh
Forest Land: 273 Ha
developed
Maximum Irrigation: 1959 Ha (in 2000)
breach for the
second time in two years. The breach in the dam built on
Palemvagu tributary of the Godavari river forced some
550 families in seven villages in Bhadrachalam division
to be hastily rescued. The dam at Mallapuram in
Venkatpuram Mandal developed a leak on August 3,
2008, which became huge breach the next morning.
(The Hindu 050808)

Dam on Luni river in Rajasthan that breached and
brought disaster downstream last year (see cover story
in July-Aug 2007 issue of Dams, Rivers & People) has
breached again this year. The upper ring of the dam has
been damaged during the current monsoon. (The
Hindustan Times 070808)

Dam releases causes flood in Peshawar (Pakistan)?
Senior citizens said that they had not seen in decades
flash floods as disastrous as the recent ones causing
colossal ravages in Peshawar suburbs and its adjoining
tribal areas. Many rejected the idea that it was the
torrential rains in northern areas and neighboring
Afghanistan that caused flash floods which killed dozens
of people, washed away a huge number of homes and
devastated crops. Rather, they feared the flash floods
resulted from a sudden gush of water from Warsak
Dam’s spillway gate. They said an inquiry should be
made to find the facts and concerned officials be
punished if found guilty. (Daily Times 070808)
HYDROPOWER PROJECTS
Protests against the Gundia project in Karnataka
Chief convener of Vrukshalaksha Andolana Karnataka,
Asheesara Anantha Hegde, if the 400 MW Gundia
project was implemented, it would not only destroy the
Western Ghats, but also affect rainfall and drinking water
in Hassan district. “The Gundia forest is the nucleus of
the Western Ghats. Agitations have been staged against
the project for the past three years. People have also
urged the Government not to accept the Environment
Impact Assessment report for the project, prepared by
the Institute for Catchment Studies and Environment
Management, as it has numerous mistakes. The report
has been prepared in a hurry. There is no consistency in
it. The impact of the project on the local people and the
environment has not been studied at all,” he said. He
was speaking at a public hearing presided over by
Deputy Commissioner at Hongadahalla village in
Sakleshpur taluk — 90 km from Hassan on Aug 6.
Under the project, five dams are to be constructed. This
would be one of the big projects in the country, when
completed. He said the project would require 973 ha of
private land, in addition to which 1,450 ha of forest land.
The project involved the construction of weirs across the
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Yettinahole, the Kerihole, the Hongadahalla, and dams
across the Bettakumari and Hongadahalla rivers. Water
would have to be transferred from these rivers through a
tunnel to the Bettakumari balancing reservoir from where
it would be carried to the underground powerhouse at
Gundia.
The movement of heavy vehicles and blasting of rock
would further destroy the ecology. The protected hills
such as the Pushpagiri and Brahmagiri, which had
medicinal plants, would be affected. President of the
Malnad Janapara Horata Samiti Kishore Kumar said that
the Heralalli, Haladalli, Vanaguru, Subramanya and
Hethhur gram panchayats had passed resolutions
against the project. (The Hindu 070808)
IPO NHPC’s IPO is now expected to hit the market in
late Sept or Oct 2008, as per the decision taken in the
board meeting on August 5, 2008. The six independent
directors have been appointed, as required under SEBI
guidelines for PSU IPOs. The fresh draft red herring
prospectus has been submitted. NHPC intends to offer
167 crore shares of Rs 10 face value each, which
amount to 15% of the total shares of the company,
including 5% of the govt. The premium amount to be
charged on each share is yet to be decided. (The Times of
India 060808, 070808)

IRRIGATION
Govt accepts that irrigation efficiencies are low
Ministry of Water Resources, Govt of India has accepted
in its press release, “The present water use efficiency of
irrigation projects is quite low and there is ample scope
for improvement of the same.” Studies related to
efficiency in water use in respect of major and medium
irrigation projects for 43 projects by WALMIs and
Research Institutes with a total estimated cost of Rs.
213.59 lakhs were taken up under Research and
Development Programmes of the MWR. Final Report for
9 studies and Draft Final Report in respect of 26 Studies
have been received so far During the year 2005-06, the
issue was discussed in detail in the Ministry and it was
decided that Central Water Commission would work out
a system to construct a Data Bank relating to water use
efficiency in all major and medium irrigation projects.
Accordingly, it was decided to carry out Water Use
Efficiency Studies of all completed major and medium
irrigation projects. (PIB PR 250708)
Andhra Cuts Funds to Dams The Andhra Pradesh govt
has started cutting the allocations for the big irrigation
projects of the state as the state finance department is
feeling the financial pinch. The bill amount for the
Jalayagnam has shot up to Rs 1000 crores per month.
(Deccan Chronicle 150708)

RIVERS
Campaign to revive Dravyawati River of Jaipur A
group of concerned citizens of Jaipur have been
conducting a campaign to save and revive the 40 km
long Dravyawati River flowing through Jaipur. This river
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is a tributary of the Dhund River, which in turn is a
tributary of Morel River. Morel in turn is a tributary of
Banas River, which ultimately meets Chambal in Sawai
Madhopur district in Rajasthan. The Dravyawati River,
which was the only source of water for Jaipur city till
1920, is today in very bad conditions with large parts of
the river bed encroached, the river has become a
dumping ground for untreated pollution of the city. The
1981 floods washed away a number of barrages and
embankments along the river. The campaign has been
demanding since 2003 when the it was launched, to get
the river catchment surveyed and the river bed be
declared as river bed, remove the encroachments on the
river bed, ensure that no untreated pollutants enter the
river and prepare a comprehensive plan for the revival of
the river. (Campaign note received on 290708)
WATER SECTOR
th

th

11 Plan investment projections The 11 Plan
investment in Power sector is expected to be Rs 725325
crores (30.4% of total investment), in irrigation sector Rs
262 508 crore (11%) and in water supply sector Rs 234
268 crore (9.8%). (Business Standard 030608)
NEW PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE WITH SANDRP
1. Behtar Bijli Sewa ke liye Jagarukata aur
Karyakram: Samuday ke liye agenda, Prayas Energy
Group (Pune), July 2008, pp 87, Rs 30/This Hindi booklet is translated by SANDRP for Prayas
from original English booklet. For copies, write to
ht.sandrp@gmail.com or Prayas: tejal@prayaspune.org.
2. The World Bank as a Knowledge Producer
The Book by Manthan Adhyayan Kendra examines how
WB Promotes and Justifies Policy Prescriptions
The author, Shripad Dharmadhikary, examines why
being a knowledge provider is so important to the World
Bank, and how the Bank uses its research and
knowledge services to intervene in the policy making of
borrowing countries. The Book looks at the Bank's
"knowledge producing machinery", beginning with
President Wolfensohn's announcement in 1996 that the
institution was to become a "Knowledge Bank" and
backed it up with a US$50 million action plan.
Dharmadhikary looks at several case studies and finds
that many of the policies championed by the Bank have
had negative impacts on the ground, especially on the
poorest sections of society. He specifically looks at the
water
sector and
the
privatization-heavy reforms
advocated by the WB in India. The book's central thesis
is that much of the knowledge produced by the bank,
and the process by which it is produced, is flawed.
The World Bank as a Knowledge Producer Manthan,
March 2008, pp80, Rs 100/-. For copies, write to
SANDRP at: ht.sandrp@gmail.com or Manthan at:
manthan_b@sancharnet.in.
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THE PAKISTAN PAGE
Six rivers lose 1.88 MAF annually: ADB At a time
when the country’s agricultural production is being
hampered by less availability of irrigation water, six
rivers in the Barani areas of the Punjab and NWFP are
losing 1.88 million acre feet water on annual basis, an
official study says. About 0.22 MAF is currently being
tapped across a total basin area of 22,307 square
kilometers, comprising the rivers of Soan, Haro, Reshi,
Bunha, Kahan and Kanshi, according to statistics
compiled by the Asian Development Bank.
However, the ADB has agreed to finance a $103.36
million community water storage and irrigated agriculture
project, in Punjab’s Potohar region and NWFP’s barani
areas. ADB’s share in total project cost would be 72.6 %,
while the govt and beneficiary shares would be to 25.3
and 2.1 %, respectively. From a sample of 28 dams, 60
% of the dams were able to develop only 20 - 40 % of
their command area. 87 % of the planned area could be
developed for the rest of the dams. Since 1961, a total of
41 small dams have been constructed in the rain-fed
areas of the Potohar Plateau in the Punjab Province, 12
of which were financed through the ADB under the Small
Dams Project during 1986 - 1993.
Similarly, since 1962, 15 small dams have been built and
are operational in the NWFP, five of them under ADB
funding of the Drought Emergency Relief Assistance
programme, and one exclusively for municipal water
supplies in Karak. While a rationale for water resource
development to meet the needs of a growing population
and to support a growing economy clearly exists for
barani areas, utilisation of small dams constructed in the
past 40 years to add value to agriculture has not been
adequate. (Dawn 190408)
Drip Irrigation Scientists at Pakistan’s Nuclear Institute
for Agriculture and Biology have reason to exclaim
“Eureka!” as the pilot drip irrigation project that they
manage reached a successful conclusion. In Faisalabad
district, the scientists were able to grow cotton crops
over an area spanning seven acres, with tremendous
yields and using as little water as possible. A scientist at
NIAB said, “We installed a model drip irrigation system
that was used to irrigate cotton and the experiment was
highly successful. The cotton yield with drip irrigation
ranged from 1,520 to 1,680 kilograms per acre,
compared to 960 kilograms per acre using the traditional
flood irrigation method. Inspired by this pilot project and
faced with acute water shortages, the Pakistan
government recently launched a US$ 1.3 billion
Subsidized Drip Irrigation Program.” The government
wants to ensure that at least 120 000 ha will be brought
under drip irrigation this year, with federal and provincial
govts providing 80 % subsidy. (www.adb.org Sept 2007)
Bhasha Dam The Chinese leadership has shown keen
interest in the $ 8.5 billion Diamer-Bhasha Dam that
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could be completed in seven years after the start of the
work. A senior official of the Water and Power
Development Authority said that the World Bank and the
Asian Development Bank were reluctant to allocate
funds for the Diamer-Bhasha Dam owing to its location
in the Northern Areas. There was another report,
however, that said that the World Bank has agreed to
arrange $9 billion to help build Bhasha reservoir ($ 8 B)
and two run-of-the-river projects ($ 500 M each).
At

least three years would be required to construct road
network of this project whenever the work would start.
According to the schedule, the work on the project is to
start next year. It is planned to be built the dam on River
Indus, about 300 km upstream of Tarbela Dam and
about 40 km downstream of Chilas, the headquarters of
Diamer District of Northern Areas.
Initial Feasibility Report was prepared by Canadian
Consultants Montreal Engineering Company during
1981-1984. Wapda appointed local consultants in Dec
1989 for up-grading the IFR. The work on the project
was stopped in Jan 1990 due to opposition of people.

Wapda appointed M/S NEAC Consultants, a joint
venture comprising local and foreign firms, NESPAK
(Lead Firm) for upgrading the Initial Feasibility Study.
The Upgraded Feasibility Report was submitted on Aug
31, 2004. The contract for review of feasibility studies,
detailed engineering design and preparation of tender
documents was awarded to M/S Diamer-Bhasha
Consultants (JV of local & foreign firms, with M/s
Lahmeyer, a leading firm). The DBC started on Sept 5,
2005 and the assignment was completed by early July
2008.
The Diamer-Bhasha Dam Project will be the highest
Roller Compacted Concrete Dam in the world with height
of 272 m, spillway with fourteen gates each 11.5 m x
16.24 m. The gross capacity of the 100 km long
reservoir will be 8.1 MAF, with a live storage of 6.34
MAF. Two underground powerhouses are proposed, one
on each side of the main dam having six turbines on
each side with total installed capacity 4500 MW. It will be
the largest project ever executed in Pakistan. Funding of
Rs 200 B (US$4.6B) has been allocated in the federal
budget 2008-09, while the pre-qualification process of
the contractors has already been initiated.
Centuries old rock carvings discovered from the site of
Diamer-Basha Dam will be submerged with the
construction of the dam, while the government will only
be able to keep their replicas in museums. The federal
government has admitted that these rock carvings,
which are cultural assets of mankind, are threatened and
endangered due to the proposed dam. It has also said
that the Diamer-Basha reservoir will endanger these
very important archaeological remains of the northern
areas. (The News 210408, The Post 250408, The Dawn 260408,
International Water Power Magazine 020708)
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Publications availabl e with SANDRP
PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH:
1. Large Dams for Hydropower in NorthEast India SANDRP-Kalpavriksh, June ‘05, p 228, Rs 150 (indv), Rs 300 (inst)
2. Tragedy of Commons: The Kerala Experience in River Linking, River Research Centre-SANDRP, ‘04, p 146, Rs 120
3. Unravelling Bhakra, Shripad Dharmadhikary, Manthan, 2005, pp 372, Rs 150/- (individuals); Rs 300 (institutions)
4. THE GREATER COMMON GOOD by Arundhati Roy, Published by India Book Distributors, 1999, pp 76, Rs 80/5. Water Private Limited Manthan Adhyayan Kendra, 2006, pp 124, Rs 50/6. Dams, Rivers & Rights: Action Guide, IRN, 2006, pp 38, Rs 20/7. Green Tapism: A Review of the EIA Notification–‘06, Environment Support Group, Bangalore, 2007, p 201, Rs 250/
8. Insidious Financial Intrusions in India’s North East, IR & FIPA, April ’06, pp 100, Rs 50/9. Conserving Raindrops a Much Better Option than Linking Rivers by Bharat Dogra, pp 8, Rs 4/-.
10. Alternative Power Planning: 20 Questions Prayas and Kalpavriksh, Sept 2007 pp32, Rs 20/11. The World Bank as a Knowledge Producer Manthan, March 2008, pp80, Rs 100/12. The Forest of the Buddha, B Imam & P Carter, Sanskirit Publishers, Jharkhand, 2005, pp 121, Rs 650/- (copies not
available with SANDRP, request can be sent to: rch_buluimam@sancharnet.in)

PUBLICATIONS IN HINDI:
1. Bandh, Nadi evam Adhikar Dam Action Guide for Communities, SANDRP, 2007, pp 44, Rs 30/2. Ken-Betwa Nadi Jod : Pyasi Ken Ka Paani Betwa Mein Kyon?, SANDRP, 2004, pp 46, Rs 20/-.
3. Nadi Nahin Jodnaa, Bund Bund sanjonaa by Bharat Dogra, pp. 16, Rs 8/4. Bade Bandh, Bharat ka Anubhav, SANDRP, 2001, pp 268, Rs. 100/-.
5. Vishwa Bandh Ayog per Nagarik Margadarshika, SANDRP, 2002, pp 63, Rs 30/-.
6. Vishwa Bank ke bare main Suchana Avam Advocacy Margdarshika, SANDRP & BIC, 2008, Rs 40/7. Jal Vidhyut ka Sach (Hindi) By B Jhunjhunwala, pp 61, Rs 10/-.
8. Bina Jaankari Kaisy Jan Sunvai?, MATU (Delhi), 2004, p 32, Rs 15/9. Kasbe Ka Paani By Rehmat/ Mukesh Jat, Published by Manthan, pp 40, Rs 20/10. Sudhar Ya Bazaar: Commodification of Water in MP by IFIs, Manthan, pp 20, Rs 5/11. Behtar Bijli Sewa ke liye Jagarukata aur Karyakram: Samuday ke liye agenda, Prayas Energy Group (Pune), July
2008, pp 87, Rs 30/Please send your orders with DD in favour of Dams, Rivers & People, payable at Delhi and send them to DRP, c/o 86-D, AD Block,
Shalimar Bagh, Delhi 110 088. Please add Rs. 25/- for postage and packing charges for all publications.
YOUR RESPONSES
Unicef, Handpumps & Groundwater contamination I am regular reader of Dams, Rivers & People issues & find the
publication quite interesting. Thanks for the great efforts in putting all such information at one place. Quite impressive!
I was going through a news item in April-May 2008 issue, about identification of 'Arsenic' problem in pocket of Uttar
Pradesh by Unicef's study. In India hand pump 'technology' per say was introduced by Unicef and which has now been
adopted in different part of country. In one way we can tell it a 'boon' for drinking water supply and on other 'curse' for
increasing ground water contamination in the drinking water of people. However, the technology could have been
installed with enough care and technical inputs by agencies like Unicef, which didn't happen and that lead to problems
related 'chemical' contamination (Arsenic, Fluoride, Nitrate, etc.) and 'biological' contamination.
So, Unicef introduced the technology in India, but failed to implement it in a proper way and without adequate technical
guidance/support to our 'government' (state level agencies/PHED, etc.). Now again it wants to put it's agenda forward
by highlighting the problem to put pressure on government for 'Arsenic' removal technologies and opportunities to its
'WES' (Water environment sanitation) officer to help government in such situation. In Dhar district in Madhya Pradesh,
children are dying in villages due to 'Fluoride' problem and Unicef office in Bhopal is interestingly doing 'research' in
these villages, rather initiating large scale project to eradicate 'fluoride' problem in the area.
Kashinath Vajpai, Delhi
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